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ews Writer
brow11cl@email.ualt.edu
The UAH Formula-SAE
team is off to a roaring start
this year as they prepare to
compete at the Pontiac
Silverdomc in Detroit.
Formula-SAE, sponsored
by the Society of Automotive
Engineers, is an international
student racecar competition.
Student teams from 140 colleges and universities will be
designing, building, and competing with the ·e cars.
"The focus (of the competition) is on the design of
the car, but there are some
racing events as well, like the
acceleration, kid pad, and
endurance events," said Jeremy Rousseau, Business
Manager for the FSAE team.
This year's car is projected to weigh about 450
pounds, have an 80 horse-

power engine (after competition-imposed restrictions),
and do Oto 60 mph in about
three and a half seconds.
These numbers are impressive but Rousseau believes there are some much
more interesting aspects to
this year's team. "This is a

multi-disciplinary team," said
Rousseau, ..We attract every
aspect of engineering and are
reaching out to other colleges as well."
Rousseau said the team is
··run like an engineering firm,"
complete with business and
marketing divisions. The

project is largely corporatespon sored, and the team is
focusing on building relationships with area sponsors.
Along with the adminbtrative personnel, the Public
Relations Council of AlaFSAE page2

.Mi_
n ority students lend a hand at UAB
By Joel Boyce
News Writer
boycema11@hotmail.com
BIRMINGHAM, October
7-8 - Fifteen minority UAH
students participated in the
fifth annual Alliance for
Graduate Education and the
Professoriate (AGEP) Graduate School Fair and in the second annual AGEP Graduate
Fellows Conference held on
the campus of the University
of Alabama at Birmingham
(UAB).
Both events were sponsored through the ational
Science Foundation (NSF)
through the AGEP program

and were held in the Hill University Center at UAB on
October 7-8.
Members of the Minority
Graduate Student Association (MGSA) served as recruiters at a UAH booth during the Graduate School Fair
on October 7. They provided
admission applications and
information to potential UAH
graduate students.
Graduate School Dean, Dr.
Gordon Emslie, Vice- Pre ident for Student Affairs,
Delois Smith and Dr. Adriel
Johnson, Sr., AGEP Principal
Investigator al o attended
the graduate school fair.
"These two event have
always been really beneficial

for undergraduate and
graduate student because
we got a chance to represent
UAH and to meet students
from other in~titutions," said

Tishawn McWilliams, a
graduate student in Biological Sciences and the Pre ident of the MGSA.

MGSApageU

AMCOM speaker hosted by IEEE
By Chris Brown
Vews Writer
brow11c/@email.uah.edu
The UAH student branch
of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers
hosted Dr. Paul Ruffin of the
Anny A\iation and Missile
Command (AMCOM) a'> a
guest speaker last Thur;day,
October 10.
Ruffin gave a technical
presentation on MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sy'>tems) and ano technologies
in Military Applications. In
particular he spoke about
MEMS for mi. sile research
and development.

.. I like gi\ ing the--e talks,"
,aid Ruflm. "because -when I
was in ,chool we learned all
the,e mathematical equations and I didn't know what
they were for. ow I can tell
students how they will use
the<,e thing. :·
Ruffin 1s the second "uch
speaker IEEE ha., ho.,ted thi'>
,emester The fir-..t was Peter
Kerr of Adtran corporation,
who spoke on telecommunications technology.
"We've had a bu\y schedule of evenh;' said lEEE student branch Pre ident Ande
Boyer. The UAH branch has
ho ted the guest speakers
along with taking a tour of

facilities at Adtran and working on a ,tudent robotics
project.
The robotic, project b
the hardware ponion of a series of competitions held at
the anJ}ual IEEE professional
conference. Thi'> year students mu. t build a robot capable of autonomou ly (without any outside direction or
control) navigating a maze,
finding a particular LED (light
emitting diode) in the maze,
and covering this LED with a
cup.
IEEE students have been
very successful in this competition in the past, in part
because of the re ources they

are fonunatc to have as a student group. The qudcnt
hranch ha-, their own lab in
the Engineering Building, in
which they have most of the
toot... required to design and
build these robots.
All of the IEE E-UA H
event are po ted on their
website
at
http://
ieee.uah.edu. The organization is alway looking for experienced people who are intere ted in getting involved
in the e projects or events.
For more information students may email Ande Boyer
at ieee@uah.edu.
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By Patrick

Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb134@
hotmail.com

The Delta Zeta Crush Party was this past weekend at
Stone Crossing. The sorority also recently had their
Founder's Day Banquet where they handed out their
awards. The awards are as follows:
Lois Coates Scholarship Award - Jenny Brainerd
Betty Byre Merit Scholarship Award - Abby
Longshore
Huntsville Alumnae Merit Award - Leah Parker
CCD Awards - Julia Ascough and Katie Powers
Lambda Kappa Spirit Award - Jennifer Dodd
Ideal Collegiate Award - Leah Parker
Christy Thomas Badge Award Winner - Barbie Czura
This week, Delta Zeta and Sigma Nu will have a mixer
in Florence at a Haunted House. During fall break the
KDs helped Junior League of Decatur with their annual
Bag-a-Bargain event to raise money for Limestone
County's PACT. This is always a highly anticipated event
and helps many local families out during the holiday seasons.
Next Thursday, Kappa Delta will be celebrating the
initiation of theirnew member class. Meredith Hall said,
'·All of the active members arc excited to have twentytwo new girls enter our sisterhood!" This week the Kappa
Deltas recognized a UAH staff member for the ·Teacher
of the Week." They selected Mr. Steve Bruce, Director of
the University Center, for his continued dedication to the
students and faculty of UAH.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity sponsored events from
October 7-11. On October I 0- 1 I , they had a voter registration drive titled "A Yoteless People is a Hopeless People
from l 0:06 a.m. to I :06 p.m. Then, on October 11, they
held a Donational Car Wash in Wal Mart parking lot from
2:06 p.m. until sundown.
The Alpha Tau Omega pledges have begun working
on the third annual ATO car show. Check back for more
information on the event. Last Saturday, ATO helped build
a house for the Habitat for Humanity.
The Delta Chis had their 25th anniversary on October
15 here at UAH. Their International President was in attendance throughout the weekend of their Founder's Day.
Red Death will be on October 19, so look for your invitation or see a brother about getting on the guest list.
The much anticipated Sigma Nu Halloween party is on
October 26 at the fraternity house. Bachelor Auction has
been postponed until November 4. Sigma Nu will be having a mixer with Delta Zeta on Friday. They will be going
to a Haunted House in Florence.
Order of Omega, the Greek Honor Society, has selected
their newest inductees. The Delta Zeta is Jenny Brainerd
while the Kappa Deltas that received the honor are Bristol
Hartlage, Julie Crowder, Meredith Hall, Robin Herring,
and Aaron Ezell. The Alpha Tau Omegas arc Stephen
Cross, Chris Stowers and Brandon Palmer. The Sigma uc;
are Garrett Parr, Patrick Bobo, Andrew Habel, Chris
Comperda, and Will Irby. Congratulation, to all of you
who recei\'ed the honor.

Job opportunities

are available at
The Exponent.

Available positions:

Sales-

13th Muse fosters poetic talents
By Juli Kitchens
News Writer
k_julet@bellsouth.net

If you write poetry, read
poetry, or. imply have an interest in poetry, the 131h Muse
Poetry Society has their welcome mat out for you.
" I 3th Muse is a fellowship
of artists, aspiring artists, and
individuals with aesthetic
sympathies for the purpose
of sharing and appreciating
poetry and fostering creativity," said Shiloh Whitney, I 3th

Muse treasurer. ·· 13 Muse,
as a forum for creative and
arti<,tic ideas, has a lot to offer (students)."
The group welcomes all
tho e interested in constructively expressing and critiquing poetic work. Jeff Cotton,
13th Muse President, said,
"The quality of students the
I 3th Muse attracts are fairly
open-minded. The members
bring in creative works that
span a variety of topics. It's
a good environment to be in
if you are creative. One person will inspire another one,

leading to a chain reaction of
poetic goodness."
The members are very
supportive of each other and
the poetry they each produce. "It really is a group of
talented people who have a
lot to say, a lot to give, and
who are very open and willing to exhort each other to
excellence," said Whitney.
The community built
within the group serves as a
home for several local aspiring poets. Niko Bates described it as an "outlet for
(poetic sharing and develop-

ment)." The mo~t posithe
attribute of the 13 Muse i,
the open atmosphere, according to Bate~. "(It is) a
group of friends and serious
poets willing to give criticism," said Bates.
The I 31h Muse Poetry Society meets every Thursday
evening in Morton Hall, room
337. They welcome anyone
interested in the organi7.atioo
to join them at 9 p.m. For fur.
ther information, email
I3thmuse@yahoogroups.com,

Writing Center holds an open house
By Heather Byland
News Editor
bylandh@email.uah.edu
The UAH Writing Center
held an open house on
Thursday, October 10, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and provided
an opportunity for all UAH
faculty to observe and a k
questions about the Writing
Center's services.
'The purpose of the open
house was to get the UAH
community, people who are
not familiar with the Writing
Center whether it be faculty
or students, to see what we
do and to see us in action,"
said Dr. Diana.Bell, director
of the Writing Center.
The open house was designed to infom1 faculty from
all disciplines about the Writing Center's services. "lnvitations were sent to all faculty on campus," said Emily
Hawkins, a graduate teaching
assistant in the Writing Center.
Visitors at the open house
were able to observe consultations and ask consultants
questions about the services
the Writing Center provides.
"I think the Writing Center gives students the
chance to talk about their
writing," said Bell. " It' amazing what that 30 minute conversation does to help them
clarify what they want to say,
and it provides students with
the opportunity to discuss
those ideas with someone
else," added Bell.

·Toe Writing Center's primary mission is to help UAH
students become more confident and successful writers," said Hawkins.
Students who scheduled
appointments seem to be
very excited about the Writing Center. "I think the Writing Center is a place where
everybody should come because you can only get better if you have suggestions
from someone else, and that's
why I come," said freshman
Rachel Wiersma who scheduled a weekly appointment at
the Writing Center.
The Writing Center consultants offer suggestions to
students; they do not tell the
student what to write in their
essays. "It's been very bencficial," said David Porter, a
freshman at UAI I. "It's great
to have a place to come
where people help you out
and don't tell you how to do
it. They give you suggestions to think about," added
Porter.
The Writing Center is often stereotyped as being
only for English majors or for
students taking Engli sh
classes. A bulletin board outside of the Writing Center
lists all of the areas in which
consultants are educated.
The list ranges from English
to Media Writing to Biology
to Nursing.
"As a non-English major,
I've realized that what we do
here is important to any discipline becau-,e we work a lot

I

I
~

I
Faculty and students alike visited the Writing Center during their
open house on Thursday, October 10.

with clarifying and organiz- ence page in addition to working ideas," said Amy ing with a full-length draft of
Heusinger, a Writing Center an essay.
consultant. "A clearer under"Our consultants ha\'e distanding of ideas is essential verse backgrounds, which
to making knowledge of our helps us to better meet the
own," added Heusinger.
individual needs of our cliAnother stereotype about ents." <;aid Hawkins.
the Writing Center is that stuThe Writing Center is
dents have to bring in a full- open Monday through
length draft in order to sched- Thursday from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ule an appointment. Actually, and Friday from 9 a.m. to 3
Writing Center consultants p.m. Students can call or stop
work with students through- by to schedule an appointout the entire writing pro- ment or walk-in and try to
cess. "We can help students meet with a consultant. The
to analyze assignments and WritingCenteralsooffers virtasks, address audiences ap- tual consultations which stupropriately, strengthen focus dents can access by logging
and organization, and im- onto their website. Students
prove writing style," said can email their papers to the
Hawkins.
Writing Center and receive a
Students can also ask response within 48 hours.
questions abs,ut findin g
If you are interested in
sources on the UAH library learning more about the Writwebsite, brainstorming ideas ing Center or scheduling an
for an essay, generating a appointment, stop by Morton
thesis statement, organizing 'Hall room 228, call 824-2363.
an essay, documenting or Jog onto their website at
sources, and creating a refer- www.uah.edu/writing.

FSAE frompage1----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - bama ic; on board with the
team to help in marketing. Dr

Keith Jones, a professor in
the art department, is also involved in the project helping
with art and web design.
Rousseau also highlighted the increased interest
of female student\ in the
project this year, as well as
the educational opportun1ties afforded by the project.
"Our biggest goal is to
ensure that every student involved in FSAE will receive a
much greater education than
the average engineering student. This wealth of know!edge, including the hands on
experience will make FSAE

team members much more
attractable and a much
greater asset to the job
force," according to
Rousseau.
"The best thing about the
team is that you do not already have to be a racecar
deity to join, because the
whole project i~ a great learning experience. The only requirement is that you have
to have the desire 10 learn
and be a part of the team."
aid team member Heather
Gallardy.
There are a lmost forty
student currently working

in the various divisions of the
project, but Rousseau said
they need more help and are
always happy to except ne~
teammcmbcrsfromanydis•
cipline.
The team meets Thur..JJY
evening, at 7 p.m. in t~c
Charger Motor,ports room 10
Technology Hall. For more
mfonnation contact Jeremy
Rousseau at rousscau@
hiwaay.net or at (256) 2l 8·
9696, or check the soon-to·
be-completed web'>ite at
www.fsae.uah.edu.

-
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Men's Soccer
October 11 Harding L 3-0
October 13 Ouachita Baptist T 2-2 (2OT)
Upcoming Games:
October 18 Christian Brothers (Home) 3:30 p.m.
October 20 Central Arkansas (Home) 1 p.m.

Women's Soccer
October 11 Harding W 2-1 (2OT)
October 13 Ouachita Baptist W 5-2
Upcoming Games:
October 18 Christian Brothers (Home) 1 p.m.
October 20 Central Arkansas (Home) 3:30 p.m.

Cross Country
Upcoming event:
October 19 Olili Pepper Festival (Fayetteville, AR)

Volleyball
October 11 Henderson St. W 3-2
October 11 Truman St. L 3-0
October 12 Christian Brothers L 3-0
October 12 Harding L 3-0
Upcoming Games:
October 17 Montevallo (Montevallo, AL) 7 p.m.
October 19 West Florida (Home) 2 p.m.
October 22 West. Georgia (Home) 7 p.m.

Hockey
Upcoming Games:
October 18 Wisconsin (Madison, WI) 7:35 p.m.
October 19 Wisconsin (Madison, WI) 8:05 p.m.

If you have any
comments on the
articles or the Sports
section in general,
please contact Ronak
Patel, Sports Editor at
ro 93@hotmail.com

-

Hockey ready to kick start the season
By Ian Fletcher
Sports Writer
This weekend the UAJ I
men's hockey team will be
facing off again~! WCI IA perennial hockey powerhouse,
the University of Wiscon\ in.
The Chargers will board
the ol' Iron Lung and bus up
to challenge the Badgers Friday and Saturday night in
front of ~old-out homecoming crowds of 14.500 screaming fans. It i\ quite an exciting time for the squad a~ they
have been practicing for close
to a month in preparation for
the start of this monumental
2002-2003 season.
··1 am just ecstatic," stated
freshmen Bruce Mulherin on
the start of the season, "the
build-up of practicing for so
long just creates an immense
hype surrounding our opener
against Wisconsin. It's just
phenomenal."
The monumental, or perhaps historical aspect of this
upcoming season for the
Chargers, is the fact that the
winner of the Chargers' conference, College Hockey
America, has an automatic
bid into the national final
tournament of 16 teams.

Combined with their trongest schedule to date in
which the Chargers will butt
heads with Wisconsin. number I and 2 ranked Minnesota and Denve r, respectively, and the likes of Northe rn Michigan and Fcrrh
State. the Chargers schedule
is chalked ful I of college
hockey powcrhou-;es.
" It's a challenge and an
opportunity for us a.s a team
and ns indi " iduals," states
Ass istant Coach Lance
West, ··10 prove where we
belong. It is exciting to watch,
as a team we have become
sharper as we build up to this
weekend. The guys on the
team realize where we have
to be in order to go to Wisconsin and put a good show
on and compete.
In response to such an
exciting and challenging
schedule, the Chargers have
possibly their strongest ever
team hitting the ice this weekend. With 12 seniors leading
the way and strong supporting classes of juniors, sophomores, and freshmen, the
Boys in Blue have their most
mature line-up supported by
depth at each position.
"Our chemistry right now

I
II
I

Goalie Mark Byrne. a senior, will once again mind the nets for 1111
UAH Charger hockey team this season .

is outstanding," says Captain Mike Funk, ·•we are a
tight bunch of guys off the
ice that will most definitely
carry onto the ice and only
mean good things for us."
As the Chargers embark
on the 2002-03 season keep
your eyes on a nwnber of key
personnel in the Charger
line-up. Seniors such a-;,
captain Mike Funk, speedy
winger Steve Charlebois,
nifty center Jason Hawes,

the bone crusher Joel
Bresciani, goaltender Mart
Byrne, and the cannon from
the blue line, Tyler Butler, wiD
all be looked at for production and leadership this season.
The Chargers are on the
road for the next three w~
as they take on Wisconsin,
Denver and then Minnesota.
The Boys in Blue will have
their first borne game at the
VBConNovember !Sand 19.

Chargers seeking return to GSC
By Antoine Bell

pected to be a much better
shooting team as well as more
UAH Sports Information
athletic than last season's
The Charger men's bas- team. "This year I think that
ketbal I team is hoping to we can put a team of multiple
erase some bad memories good , hooters on the floor
from the 200 I -02 season. The at once. That makes a team
17-9 (7-7 in GSC) fini-,h, very hard to defe nd," said
coupled with missing out on Head Coach Lennie Acuff.
Team chemistry should
the Gulf South Conference
also
be one of the Chargers'
tournament, left a naMy taste
strengths
this season. "We
in Coach Lennie Acuff' s
feel
like
we
have a group of
mouth. It also left the Charger
guys
with
good
character.
players hungry and eager to
va
lue
what it
They
also
redeem thcm,;clvcs.
mean,
to
be
a
part
of
UAH
This vear's team is exBasketball.
These
are
two
~
~
I things we want more than
[
I anything in our program. I
I really fee l like this group fih
together well and that they
975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
wi ll like and support each
256.213.9866
other."
This \Cason the Charger;
Sushi Bar and Patio
will be a relati vely yo ung
squad with onl y two seniors.
Full bar with martini and wine list
onl y one of which was a
starter on laM season·s squad
(Sigunnundsson). However,
Buy
with a strong nucle us and
ome quality additions, the
Chargers should be much
impro\'ed overall. Two starters and eight letterwinner
Expires October 30, 2002
return from last season.
Topping the li, t of key reEqual or lesser value. UmH $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
Not valld with any other offer. Sushi not Included.
is leading \Corer and
turnees
I
I

--- ------ ---- --- ----SURIN oFTHAILAND

Authentic Thai Restaurant~~

Free Entree
one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students
with valid I.D.

,

Coach Lennie Acuff leads the team from the sldlines.

rebounder, junior forwa rd
Zach Carpenter (6'6". 2 10).
Carpenter wa-, second team
All-GSC in 200 1-02, averaging 15 point\ and 5.9 re
bounds per game. The Chargers al-.o hope to get senior
Sacv a r
fo rward
Sigurmund'>son (6'6", 2 10)
back to the fonn of his sophomore season when he was a
second team AII-GSC perform e r. Last season,
Sigurmundsson was hampered with injuries, but still
managed I 1.8 po ints pe r
game.
The Chargers also expect
big things from sophomore
guard Jamie Gardner (6'5",
185) and center Daniel Ea-.t-

erly (6'8". 2 15). Both player..
showed promise Ja-,t ,ca,on
as fre-.hmcn. Gardner a\eragcd 16.0 minute, and 6·2
points per game. \1,hilc Ea,tcrly played some key minute,
off the bcnd1. pi<'king up two
minute~ per game.
.
Both have had tenific on•
-,casons and are more th an
ready to a,s ume a much
larger role in 2002-2003. Senior guard Adam Hann~ 3nd
junior Trey Pinegarha\C al..o
worked hard in the off-,ea·
,on and should be ready to
th
g ive significant help .in are
P
Charger backcourt. rneg
-,tarted 2 1 of 26 game., la.'it
,eason averJging 6.2 points
per conlC'a,

-
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Lady Chargers land a weekend victory
By Ronak Patel

•son

Sports Editor
With the ea on winding
down and the games becoming more important, the UAH
Lady Charger occer team
came through in a big way last
weekend.
With two crucial road victories in conference play, the
women's teams for advancing to the Gulf South Conference tournament looks much
better than they did before
their trip to the Razorback
state (Arkansas).

UAH 2, Harding 1 F 2 OT
(October 11)
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The visitors, playing in
Searcy, Arkansas, got on the
scoreboard early as freshman
sensation
Lind ey
Schemenaur scored four minutes into the contest to give
UAH a quick 1-0 lead. Katrina
Smith assisted on the early
goal for the Chargers.
Just a scant four minute
later, the home-standing

Harding squad got on the
board wi1h a trike from
Hiliary Rosenbaum to tie the
game at one-all.
It looked like this would
tum into a wild hootout between the two program from
the GSC, but as quickly as
those two goal were scored,
the defen es took over.
And the offense evaporated for both squads.
They would go into intermission deadlocked at I .
After several scoring
chances by UAH before the
end of regulation, the game
still stood at I when the gun
sounded to end regulation
play.
The game journeyed onto
the econd overtime, where
UAH's Shelby Poore scored
her second goal of the season to end the contest in fa.
vorofUAH.
Poore's goal came at the
I07-minute mark.

UAH 5, Ouachita Baptist 2
F (October 13)

After a tough win over room.
Although OBU countered
Searcy two days earlier, the
with
a goal early in the secUAH Chargen. rode behind
ond
half,
the outcome never'
the extraordinary talent of a
hung
in
the
balance a UAH
freshman out of Woodridge,
controlled the now of the
Ulinois.
Schemenaur rewrote the game.
All that was left to do was
UAH record books with four
for
Schemenaur to score
goals in the 5-2 Charger vicmore
goals.
tory.
Goal
at the 67-minute
The first of Lindsey's
mark
and
the
88-minute by the
goals came at the five-minute
best
newcomer
in the GSC
mark of the fir t half. Katie
gave
UAH
a
dominating
5-2
Buckley assisted on the goal.
victory.
After the Ouachita BapWith the four goals for the
tist scored to tie the game at
game,
Schemenaur broke the
I, Schemenaur scored her
single
season
record for most
second goal of the conte t at
goals
in
a
eason
with 11.
the I I-minute mark of the first
Cory
Vilders
held
the
original
half. Katrina Smith assisted
record
with
IO
goals
scored
on the goal.
As one freshman rewrote for one season.
The UAH Chargers will
the UAH record book, annext
play powerful Christian
other one etched her name
into the annuals by scoring Brothers on October 18 at I
p.m. at Charger Field and then
her first goal of her career.
Jordan Walker·s goal at will tangle with Central Arthe tale-end of the first half kansa on October 20 at 3:30
gave UAH a commanding 3- p.m. at Charger Field.
1 lead going into the locker
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Ra~sT!ake
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93 @hotmaiI.com

Must-win for AU
and Tuberville

Coming into the 2002 season, the Auburn Tigers·
strengths were a "Cadillac" at running back and a defense
that were suppose to rival Pat Dye's talented defen es of
the 1980's.
Halfway through the season, the ·'Cadillac" has held
his end of the bargain. After six games, Camell Williams
has rushed for 738 yards and IO touchdowns.
He set an Auburn record with rushing touchdown in
six consecutive games.
The sophomore out of Atalla, Alabama has become the
SEC's best back and carried the Tigers (40 carries for 202
yards) in their three-overtime scare from Syracuse.
Carnell has improved most in his blocking and anticipation of oncoming blizters. Other areas he has improved in
his cutback vision. Unlike la. t year, when he would just
dart through the first hole he saw, Williams now is more
patience in dige. ting the offensive line's blocks and that
ha<; helped him break some long rum thi s sea!.on.
While the "'Cadillac" revs the Auburn offensive attack,
the
same cannot be said about its defense.
control knocking in 2 nerve- knock one by the Tiger
Granted
the first game in Los Angeles was an adjustracking goals in the first half backup keeper, the Chargers
ment
to
Gene
Chizik's scheme. But now, after six games,
were unluc ky and could not
of play.
there
is
no
need
for excuses.
The Chargers strived to get through. The game
The
Auburn
def
en e, which has battled injuries to key
fight back as junior Mark Grif- ended in a defensive battle,
contributors
Spencer
Johnson and Dontarrious Thomas
fin knocked in the Charger with neither team claiming
this
eason,
looked
sloppy
and unaware in their victories
first goal of the game a well victory.
over
Vanderbilt
and
Syracuse
earlier in the season.
As the Charger men
as his first goal of the seaBut
what
transpired
on
the
field
of Jordan-Hare this past
headed home from Arkansas
son off a penalty kick.
Saturday
was
the
most
embarrassing
performance by any
As the first half ended they had no pride of victory
Tiger
defense,
ever.
the Chargers were still down for the weekend, but their
Arkansas ran for 418 yards. That's right, 4 I8 yards
2-1 but saw hope in the sec- chances lie ahead as the
against
that supposedly talented defense on the Plains.
ond half. Keeping OBU Charger face Christian
Fred
Talley gained 242 yard on 23 carries. He scored on
scoreless for the second half Brothers at 3:30 pm at home.
a
80-yd
touchdown run in which he made one simple cut,
the Chargers were able to find Needing support from UAH
and
the
only
thing between him and the end zone was the
one more goal, when Gregory s tudents and faculty the
green
on
this
sunny Saturday.
Seale opened the second Chargers hope to put on a
There
were
no Auburn defenders in sight.
half with a demanding goal, show and find a victory in the
That was just the tip of the iceberg for the Tigers' defuture.
to tie up the match.
fense. On a critical fourth-and-one on the Auburn 44-yard
As the game neared the
line in the third quarter, Arkansas fullback Mark Pierce
end, Tiger keeper and UAH
blasted through the line and went un cathed into the end
Sam Pettit were both aszone.
se sed red cards. Hoping to
On this play, Auburn had all 11 of its defensive players
in the box and no one made the proper read as Pierce saw a
hole open up on the right side of the line.
At the time, Auburn trailed by just one touchdown.
And to put the proverbial nail into Auburn's coffin, talsaid Morris of the partner- can tune in to the pre-game
ented sophomore quarterback Matt Jones of Arkansas galship. "That will make for a show 30 minutes prior to face
loped on his 6 · S frame and his long skinny legs 70 yard,; for
much more enjoyable experi- off.
a touchdown.
Charger Radio i~ a stuence, not only for our fans,
Final .,core, Arkansas 38, Auburn 17.
dent-run
radio station at the
but for Mike and I, since we
Now, losing to a talented Ark.ansa., team i, not that emknow that we· II be getting our University of Alabama in
barrassing. Bui to lose to them the way Auburn ru1d Tommy
broadca<,t out to as many Ii - Hunts\ille. The s1ation i-,
Tuben ille did was mind-boggling.
funded by . tudent acli\ity
tener, a., we can."
It was Tuberville', troop., that had the week off after
The Charger hockey sea- fees and outside underwrittheir three-overtime thriller 0\er yracuse.
'>on begins October 18 when ing. Charger Radio plans to
It wa, Arkansa, that fought through <,weat and even
1he Charger, travel 10 Madi- begin its full broadca.,t
tear, from their coach Houston utt in their ,ix-overtime
'>On, Wi.,con<,in to face the schedule in January 2003.
marathon in Knoxville.
Wiscomin Badger . Fan
And I don't put all the blame on the players. because
thi'> is College Football and tho'>e are .. k.id-;.. out there playing.
In College Football, the blame lie mo'>tly to the coache<,.
And if Tommy Tuberville doe. n't get ship righted, he
will . oon join the unemployment line looking for a new gig.
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
I'm sorry, that may be a bit vague. Tuberville supporters
may ay it's only the ixth game of the eason and only his
Counseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
fourth on the job.
and Depression Counseling
But others know about the expectation that come with
a job in a high-profile conference and at a school where
For more Information call:
they want so desperately want to reach the con i tent level

Men's soccer struggles on the road
By Donnie Casebolt
Sports Writer
The Charger Men soccer
team headed to Arkansas this
past weekend in hopes of
finding win, but came home
winless.
On Friday the Chargers
faced the tough squad from
Harding in GSC play and fell
3-0, knocking the Chargers
record down in conference
play.
Desptte the fight Harding
gave the Chargers, they
headed down the road to
play Ouachita Baptist on Sunday afternoon and UAH tied
them2-2.

the field looking to bring
home a victory to add to the
GSC record book. Harding
wa just too much to handle,
as the Chargers were only
able to take 3 on goal shots
during the contest.
As the Harding crew got
off to an early tart with just
5 minutes knocked off, the
score remained till until
nearing the end of the second half when the Bisons
scored their second goal.
The Bisons took control
from there adding one more
point to the board and defeating UAH in a 3-0 shutout.
UAH 2, Ouachita Baptist 2

Harding 3, UAH OF (Oct.11)

F 2 OT (Oct.13)

On the cloudless Friday
afternoon the Chargers hit

As Sunday's contest began, Ouachita Baptist took

2002 hockey to be broadcast online
cf c
aid Anderson.
"We've assembled a dediHUNTSV ILL&-Charger cated team who will work hard
Radio i-, proud to announce to present all of the action on
partnership
with the ice."
it~
Ander-,on and Morris will
SportsJuice.com to pro, ide
online broadcasts of UAH be assisted by George Olden
Men's Ice Hockey for the on loca1ion and Jim
Chaloupka in the studio for
2002-2003 season.
Fam, will be able to log in all 34 regular-,ea.,on conto the Charger Radio website tests and post-season conat http://radio.uah.edu and test<,
During the 200 I-2002 seafollow the Chargers as they
son,
Charger Radio wa, able
embark on their most difficult
chedule in the 23-year his- to provide Internet broadca t of some UAH games.
tory of the team.
Mike Ander on and Geof including the College
Morris will anchor the first Hockey America tournament.
broadcast team to cover all Due to technical diflicultie.,
Charger hockey conte t. , fan had problem listening
home and away. "Thi i a in to games last season.
"SponsJuice.com is gogreat opportunity for fans
ing
to enable u to overcome
both in Huntsville and
the
technical
hurdle that limaround the world to follow
our
broadcasu.
la!>t year,"
ited
Charger hockey like never

For The Exponent

_ll_

Reverend Roy Hulling

721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)
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White 0/eande~ haunting but unrealistlc
By Jorge Raub

By Melanie Howard

E11tertai11me11t
Editor

E11tertai11me11t Writer
brandm@email.uah.edu

raubj @email.uah.edu

Music, the greatest good that mortals know, and all of
heaven we have below. Music washes away from the
soul the dust of everyday life. Without music, life is a
journey through the desert. Music makes the people come
together.
·
I' ve got mu icon my mind this week. First up is the
second annual Huntsville South Music Conference that
will take place at the VBC on Saturday and Sunday October 25-26. The conference bills itself as two days to "Learn
About the Music Biz'', which is the conference theme .
Highlights of the conference include music power
workshops and panel discussions, the chance to meet
record industry execs one-on-one, and artist showcase
performances from around the Southeast.
According to their press release, this is a dynamic
opportunity to network directly with the music industry
professionals who represent record labels, radio, entertainment lawyers, producers, film and television,
songwriters. Workshops include hands-on copyright and
vocal techniques.
Guest speakers will include: Joe Mulhern, a IS-year
veteran music supervisor for film and TV; Fitzgerald Gilbert, Regional Manager General Licens ing of SESAC in
Nashville, TN; and Tori Bailey, General Manager ofWZZA
and the Southeast president of the National Radio Programmers Coalition.
"We'll just have lots of fun," said Patrice Bevins,
founder and director of the confere nce. When asked who
the conference would appeal to, she noted that it is for
anyone with an interest in the music business songwriting, vocals, and producing.
Bevins added that the conference i for all genres of
music. Admission to the conference is $35 for college
students (with ID). For a schedule of events, check out
the
confer ence
webs ite
at
http://
www.huntsvillesouthmusic.org. For more information, call
746- 1009 or email register@huntsvillesouthmusic.org.
Students who are connoisseurs of clas!)ical music arc
in luck! I have recently been in contac t with two dynamic
ladies who arc involved with the Huntsville Symphony
Orchestra. They are fantastic and I wa, thrilled to learn
about a new policy that I was unaware of.
HSO ha.c; what they call a '\tudent rush". This basically means that students who would like to attend an
HSO concert can '>how up ten minutes before the performance at the VBC and get a seat for o nly $5 ! They would
like to fill up any empty seats in the auditorium and are
more than happy to offer Mudents (with a valid student
10, of cour e) the opportunity to see me pertormance at a
discounted rate.
The next HSO concen is Great Love Stories and it will
be this Saturday, October 19. The concen features guest
conductor David Wroe. According to the HSO website,
Maestro Wroe has selected piece, that depict knc ,torie!) for hi'> concen.
The conccn will include: Walk to tilt' Paradise Garden by Frederick Deliu,. a gently poignant intenneuo
from the composer', opera A VillaRe Romeo and J11/ie1.
and Berlio1·, !,)'mplumie Fanw.11iq11e, a milestone of
originality of 19th century compo..,ition, which tell., a ,tory
of obse,,i\.e love. a ball. an attempted ..,uicide, execution
by guillo tine and a Witches· Sabbath.
Finally. not to end things on a down note and l"m
not one to talk about people, but here goes. Member-. of
the cntenainment section of The Exponent -.taff had difficulty getting into this year's Big Spring Jam. In fact,
they were blocked from entering by. ome BSJ \ olunteers
who were rude and unprofessional. According to one of
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This mo,ic is based on a
novel written by Janet Fitch
that was hi g hl y recommended by Oprah's Book
Club.
The movie itself is directed by Peter Kosminsky,
who does a wonderful job depicting the intense emotional
scenes. The story is revealed
slowly, but not at a dreadful
pace. There are plenty of reflective scene s in which
Astrid (Alison Lohman) can

cnce her. Claire does not
force her to change the person she is. This is something
her mother Ingrid has said to
her again and again in her letters from prison, " Don't forget who you are."
Some of the most intense
e motions arc shown at this
point in the movie. Astrid
struggles t o fit both her
mother and Claire into her life.
The end of her stay with
Claire is tragic, which leaves
Astrid numb to her mother for
sometime.
You'll have to see the
movie to learn how it all ends
Alison Lohman and Michelle Pfeiffer lead a strong ensemble cut
In Warner Brothers Pictures' White Oleander.

narrate her past to the audience.
As the previews reveal,
Astrid loses her mo ther
Ingrid (Michelle Pfeiffer). After her mother murders her
unfaithful boyfriend, she is
whisked away to jail and
Astrid is taken into foster
care. From that point, she
begins a journey through
various unsuccessful foster
homes.
Astrid enjoys her second
foster home with C laire
(Renee Zellwegcr). Herc she
finds a friend and a mother
who accepts her as she is.
Although Claire doe!-. influ-

for Astrid.
Although
Michelle
Pfeiffer gives a good performance (and looks stunning
as usual), she is not seen
much in the movie. The entire movie is told as a t1ashback of events as Astrid remembers it. We see a little of
Pfeiffer in the beginning.
Then we see he r e ithe r in
prison or in other nashbacks.
Alison Lohman shows
her talent of adapting to roles
as she adapts to the different
people she is around during
the movie. With each new
setting, Astrid experiments
with a new identity.

Renee Zellweger gives
perhaps the b est performance. We gradually learn
that her character, Claire, is
unstable, or as she calls it
"broken." She looks like the
perfect friend and role model,
except for her mental problems. She is excellent in her
portrayals of despair.
Robin Wright Penn plays
Astrid's first foster mother,
Starr. Her character is absolutely hilarious. She preaches
her religion to Astrid and her
other three foster children,
but she acts quite hypocritically in her dress and behav-

ior.
In my opinion this is a
movie for women. Most of

the cast is made of women.
The women in the movie
have been betrayed by men.
hate them, are suspicious of
them, or have no use for them.
These ideas slowly pa\s oo
to Astrid who learns to share
this dislike of men. Eventually, she overcomes this obstacle and finds a very dear
friend in a boy her age.
A lthough the movie is noc
entirely realistic, it is very
emotional and moving. It left
me feeling kind of empty. Yet,
I also felt grateful that I have
never had to endure any
hardships that come close to
the level at which Astrid bad
experienced them.

Robin Wright Penn and Alison Lohman in the Warner Bros. release
White Oleander, based on the popular novel.

Theatre Huntsville brings us Misery
By Leslie Tignor
E11tertai11me11t Writer
Theatre lluntsville wi ll
join in the I lallowecn spirit by
presenting the stage rendition of Stephen King', horror flick, Misen·. at the Von
Braun Center Playhouse beginning October 25.
Mi.1en· i.., a thrilling drama
that take, place during a
Colorado winter and is about
a famou, writer, Paul
Sheldon. and his number one
fan. Annie Wilkes. After rescuing him from a near-fatal
car accident. Wilkes takes
Sheldon back to her house to
tend to hi s wounds.
Everything seem to be

going well. that is. until
Sheldon tries to leave. Wilkes
refuses to let him leave until
he writes a book, a book just
for her, where he brings her
favorite character back from
the dead.
Throughout the play.
Wilke, snaps into \iolent fits
of rage and force, Sheldon
to succumb to her demands
by brutally attacking him
whene,er he dbobeys.
Misery wa., first a no\el
written by Stephen King in
1987. The mO\ ie -.er;ion premiered in 1990 and earned
Kathy Bates an Oscar for
Be. t Actress. It wa later
adapted for the tage by
Simon Moore.

'This play is a nice adaptation o f both the book and
the moYie," '>aid Billy
Jenkins, Director of the upcoming production of A-fa·en.
The Theatre Huntsvil le
cast of Misery include-, Sam
Mar,h a, Paul Sheldon and
Linda Wood a, Anne 'Annie'
Marie Wil!..es. Wood, who
played in Renai..,sancc
Theatre's acclaimed produc
tion of Steel Magnolia.\, said
that the part of Annie will be
the most challenging role ~he
has ever played.
"She'~ bipolar, paranoid,
chizophrenic, and all together psychotic. She's <,O
psychoti c it's scary," !>aid
Wood about the character

Annie.
With a talented cast and a
b loodcurdling ~toryline. thi,
play is definitely one to go
sec if you like to be freaked
out.
"The underlying music,
nice lighting, video. ands~·
cial effects included in th's
pht)' ma!..e it one of the mo.st
ambitious technical shn\\, 111
this town so far."' said
Jenkins.
Mi5en· will run October
25-26 and October 1 1
vember 2 at 7 :30 p.m. and October 27 at 2 p.m. For more
tide t informatio n call the
Theatre Huntsville office at
536-0807 or-. isit their website
at http://www.theatrehw.org.
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Petty and The Heartbreakers deliver
By Doug Trent
Entertainment Writer
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Ever bought an album by
a promising band or e\en a
known artbt while anticipating authentic sounds of selfexpression? E\'cr fell cheated
after listening and doublechecked to make sure that all
the cellophane plastic was
removed from that same album? We ll Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers· latest effort
"The Last DJ" isn't like that.
Recorded in Los Angelec;
and released on October 8,
·"Toe Last OJ"' is a bold rock
opu!> that protests against
the battle of the capitalist
record companies to produce
the biggest top-selling act.
Who better to address
thi issue t han a veteran
rocker suc h as Pe tty? He
brings a breath of fresh air
that couldn' t have come at a
better time, when so many
bands are replicas of each
other and pretentious actors
more than musicians.
Making a statement from
a consumer's view of one who
has felt the i;ame frustration,
Petty delivers this loose concept on 12 tracks o f fortyeight minutes. Many of its
songs capture a harsh side
of the music industry that
cannot b e di s missed.
Samples of radio and television noise are fused together
to drive the piece home.
Together on songs such
as "Money Becomes King"
and "Joe", P etty and his
band, the Heartbreakers, unfold vu lg ar depictions o f
CEOS with dollar signs in
their eyes. They create vi sion of money sharks plotting to get richer through the
exploitation of musical artist .
One can almost see the
greedy plans to dispense superficiality to audiences and

OPPORTUNITIES
llmrsda), October 17
Fundrai,er for aMUSE gallery from 6 10 9 p.m. al 804 Wellman
A,enue (next to Thai Garden). Huntsville. aMUSE i, a venue for
many young non-lrnditional ani,1,. a well a ,ome well-establi hed line arti,L,. Ticket, are$ IO each. Complimentary wine and
refre,hmenl\, art ,ilent auction. for more information call Grace

•~
1
f

Milwaukee Joumal
Senti11el (KRT)

Music CDs ha,e been the
standard for years, but there
are still plenty of people with
load, of old audioca-.scttes
who want to transfer their
tunes to di,J..-.. u,ing their
computers. It can be a ,implc
'<!tup, and making the change
will save the taped music from
fading away.
Transferring tapes to CD
through a computer aho can
enhance the li,tening experience, although those with
finely tuned ears might fi nd
the end result lad.ing.
Still, converting o ld audio
let Ii teners reclai m the ir

8

: i : : : : : : : The Women', Movement in the United State
Since 1890. " f-cminism in the B~iness World: Evaluating Women
in the Corporate Cuhure:· Profes,or Angel Kwolek-Folland.
Uni\.er-,ity of Horida. Robert~ Recital Hall at 7 p.m.

iI
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers' released their lat est Warner Reprise album
Tuesday, October 8.

hear the conversation saying
"We'll get her to wearthi and
do this in her new video. We' II
choreograph these guys to
sing and danceliky this and
s mile like t hey are best
friends. Oh, this guy sho uld
act angry. This group sho uld
be depressed." ever ince
the days of Pink Floyd's writing of " Have A Cigar" has
the business been so explicitly portrayed.
Also included is the story
of an older rocker who has
folded to this kind of pressure. This rocker's shows are
Qyerc harge d, s.o o nl y the
privileged can afford good
seats. The test of the people
must sc11 personal items just
to make the scene. Sti11 even
then they only get a secondhand view and less than adequate engagement with the
performance. But it wouldn ' t
have mattered anyway because the only thing the entire audience leaves with is a
stomach full of the beer that
the rocke r was promoting on
a commercial.

However strong of a message this concept sends to
listener , it is not the only ele ment to the album. It features upbeat material as well
as Jove songs to keep the
work from becoming too serious.
"I didn' t want it to be too
defined , too nailed down to
whe re its all a narrative," said
Petty, " By the end ofthething
its an optimistic view."
This is evident throughout half of the album and especially on songs suc h as
" Blue Sunday" and "Like A
Diamond" where his romantic, quirky stone r style vocal ·
shine through.
There are also songs like
" Have Love Will Travel" that
will satisfy the most die-hard
fans. Here he demonstrates
yet again his talent for unforg etta b Ie hoo ks whe n he
sings the line "how about a
cheer/for all those bad girls/
a nd all the boys/tha t pl ay
tha t rock and roll/they love
it/like you love Jc us/it does
t he same th i ng t o the ir

•rhe l ast DJ "on

souls."
The Heartbreake r colla borate with the brilliant
mas te r o f orc hes tra Jon
Brion, who scored the Magno lia m o vi e soundtrac k.
Brion helps Petty arrange instrume nts on " Money Becomes King", "Like A Diamond", and " Drerunville".
The album prov ides another treat by featuring Dobro
m adman
Lindsey
Buckingham leading the back
up vocals on the lighthearted
and tuneful 'The Man Who
Loves Women". Buckingham
does his best sharing of vocals since his days with Stevie
Nicks.

Truthfully, as long as the
music bu iness exists there
will more than likely be flavors
of the month that fall victim
to record company executives, only to end up being
di carded into the forgotten
pile of has-beens. There w ill
be the ones who once stood
for freedom who turn the ir
attention toward money and
PEnY pages

Music CDs increase the quality of
life for music on old audiocassettes
By Stanley A. Miller Il

2

music. letting them play it in
portable and in-vehicle CD
players and saving it to a , turdier medium.
There are many program
a vailable for recording and
refini ng music on a computer
and then sa\. ing it to blank
CD,, ranging from ,harcware
software to powerful profes, ional application'> '>UCh a,
Sound Forge, \\hich i, made
by Sonic Foundry ID Madison. Wi,.
T hose looking to do a
'>imple tran,fer should experiment with program'> -.uch a,
Pyro 2003 from Cakewalk,
Cool Edit 2000 from
Synt rilli um Software or
Sound Forge Studio 6, which
i a slimmed-down verc;ion of
the pro fessional product.
All of the e-and many

ot hers avai Iab le on the
e t- ha\.e demonstration
version'> that let people experiment before buying, but
mo'it '>Oftware companies
limit their programs· functionality to keep potential
cu,tomer" hone,t.
To capture the mu-,ic from
old tape'>, users need to connect their audio ,ource\\-hcther it's a tape player, ,tereo -,ystem or .,omething
else 10 their computer',
'>Ound card.
Most ,ound card, ha,e
at lea.,t three one-eighth-inch
jack'>, which arc often referred to a., mini-plug-... and
the music source need!> to be
plugged into the sound
card'> '"line in'' port.
User., will need an RCAto-mini-plug adapter in order

to attach their stereos to their
computers. a long with the
appropriate cables, a ll o f
which is available cheaply at
most electronic stores.
Then it's a <;imple matter
of playing the music from the
source and using the <,Oft\\-are to <,ave it to the
computer's hard drive a, a
.wa\" file. The pn>ees, take-..
only minutes to ,et up, but
the digital recording l>ecurs
ID real time, ,o u,er, mu-,t
wait for the mu,ic to play out.
After the tape i, ,pent, the
new digital music file can be
edited into separate track!..,
the background noise can be
reduced, and effects can be
added.
fany con umer audioediting programs also can siCDS page 9

Thursday and Friday, Oetobcr 17 & 18
Philo ophy Lecture: ··structure and Perception: Three Voice, of
Minimalism." Profcs,or Cheryl Goldsleger. Georgia Stale. Union
Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall at 3 p.m. Panel di cussion at
7:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday, October 17-19
Madison Community Chorus presents Annie. Performances at
7p.m. with a Sunday matinee at 2 pm. At Ha£Cl Green United
Methodist Church, Hll7el Green, AL. For tickets, please phone
828-5313 or 3 16-0522 or send emailto:susan.pugh @hazclgreen
.org For more in formati on , pho ne 4 61 -963 1, e ma il
madisonchorus@knology.ne t, o r v is it www. kno logy.net/
~madisonchorus
Friday, October 18
Huntsville Chamber Mu~ic Guild presents The Emerson String
Quartet at 7:30 pm at Trinity United Methodist Church Complex, 607 Airport Road. Call 256-824-6540 for Info and Tickets
or visit www.hc mgconccrts.uah.edu
Saturday, October 19
The Chamber of Commerce of I luntsvillc/Madison County presents the First Annual Festival in the Park featuring the Cummings
Research Park Chili Cook-Off and The A merica's Walk for Diabetes from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the UAH Campus, around the
duck pond. Performance by the Don Bowyer Quartet as well as a
fun kids lent , displays from numerous employers and exhibits by
NASA, the City Fire and Police Departments a nd more! For
more i n formation call Alex Hardy 535-20 18, e- ma il
ahardy@hsvcha mber.org or visit wwwcrpfestival.com
The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra presents Classical Concert
# I Great Love Stories at 7:30 p.m. at the VBC Concert Hall.
Featuring guest conductor David Wroe and soloi t Linda Patterson,
horn. Meet the guest conductor before the concert at the preshow
lecture at 6:45 p.m. For tickets and more information call 53948 18 or visit http://www.hso.org. •••Students (with valid ID)
can get tickets - depending on the availability of scats- for ONLY
$5 starting at 7:20 p.m.!•••
The I luntsville Art League presents a ' lent' An Fair from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Artwork by over 60 local arti,IS will be repre,ented.
The Art Fair will be held in the parking lot of Market Square. on
the comer of Memorial Park way and the Clinton Exit. For more
infom1ation, call the I IAL group at 534-J860

Wednesday, October 23
lntema1ional f-ood Fair at the Union Grove Gallery and Mee1ing
Hall <;tarting al 7 p.m.
Thursday, October 24
The Prince,, Theatre Pre\Cnts 1l1e Profc~,ional Performing Am
Serie, Same Time Next Year at 7:30 p.m. at the Prince~, located on
2nd Avenue in Dcca1ur. For tick.ch and more infonna1ion call
JS0-1745 or v1,it hup://www.pnnce ,theatre.org
During October
The llunh\.ille Art League prc,ent, " hgure, and Silk\ m llarmony": ,ilk pamung, of Julia Hawk and 1hc figure painling, of
~farcia Leonard on \ iew the full month of October at the Hunh\ ille Art League Gallery m Market Squ.1re. on the comer of Memorial Park\\a} and the Cl inion l ,11. 11 -\ L Gallery hours arc I0
a.m. 10 6 p.m.. Monday through aturda}. and I p.m. 10 4 p.m.
Sunday,. For further mfonnatitln. call 5J4 1860.

Through October 27
The I lunt,\ illc Botanical Garden, Pre,ent, can:crow Trail. On
aturd.t}. Oc1ober 19. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. there will be no
admh,ion charge to \.i,11 the I lunl\ville Botanical Garden·, Scarecrow Tr.iii. free hayride,. and don·1 m1,, the M:ve. 4747 Bob
Wallace A\.enue. S6 Adult-./$5 Senior of Mihtary/$3 Children
Age, 3- I8. \\cckend hayride, from 2 .4 p.m. and the A mating
Sorghum Mve. Garden open, at 9:00 a.m. Monday - Saturday.
and I :00 p.m. on unday. Garden clO\C\ at 5 p.m. everyday. For
further information vi,it our website at http://www.h~\.bg.org or
call 830-4447.
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RAUB from page&
my writer , one didn ·t e\en
under tand that the concept
of"media" include!> newspapen, - he thought it wa.~ ju~t
TY.
My real complaint lie in
the fact that Lori Vojticek,
VBC's Director of Sales and
Marketing, had emailed u

0

Brown Sugar (PG 13)
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30

XXX (PG 13) 9:30
Signs (PG 13)
7:00 9:20
Knock Around Guys
(R) 1:10 3:10 5:20
7:30 9:45

M>me miscommunication with
the people who were working the event. According to
an email I received from Ms.
Vojticek, they "claim" that
there were abuses o f privilege
with some of the media and
that some UA H students
were showing up with lawn

The Exponent's Weekly Top Ten

Times valld
10-18 through 10-24

Rules of Attraction
(R) 1:20 4:05 7:00

im,tructions on how we were
to get into the event, in e!>sence inviting U!. to cover the
eve nt. The n when we
showed up at the event, following the instructions we
were given by th e m, we
weren't able to get in.
Apparently there was

Top Ten Movies
1. Red Dragon
2. Sweet Horne Alabama
3. The Tuxedo
4. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
5. Barbershop
6. Jonah
7. The Banger Sisters
8. The Four Feathers
9. Moonlight Mile
10. One Hour Photo

Top Ten Hits
1. Nelly " Dilemma"
2. Kelly Oarkson "A Moment Like This"
3. Eve "Gangsta Lovin"'
4. carn'ron "Hey Ma"
5. Missy Elliot "Work It"
6. Avril Lavigne "Complicated"
7. Creed "One Last Breath"
8. No Doubt "Underneath It All"
9. Erninern "Lose Yourself"
10. LL Cool J "Luv U Better"

Ms. Vojticek. As for next
year's Big Spring Jam, I'll

~

ter-the-fuci. Howeve,, 1_•m_
su_·11_ _
Pa_s_s._ _ _ _ _ __

:
C.

PmY from page 7
become corporate flunkies.
But just as well, there will
also be the ones who stand
the test of time, releasing
jewels and not bending to the
pressure of popular trends.
Tom Petty proves once
again that he is one of these
artists. He is in it for the long

~

~

i'
c,,

How many directors
did the 1939
classic Gone With
The Wind have?

Red Dragon (R)
1:00 1:30 4:00
4 : 15 7:00 9 :45

The Tuxedo (PG 13)
1:30 3:30 5:30
7:30 9:30

* Denotes no passes

for the tran gressions of the
staff. This, of course, was af-

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win movie tickets. ONLY 2 pairs of tickets will be given away
each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville Carmike locations.

haul, making music to satisfy
himself and the people not
the companies and billboard
charts.
For more information on
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers' latest release, tour
dates, and recent news visit
www.tompetty.com

·----------------·
I

;

The Transporter
(PG 13) 1:00 3:00
5:10 7:30 9:45

*Formula 51 (R)
1:05 3:05 5:05
7:05 9:45

left w i1h a bad taste in my
mouth after hearing of the
treatment my !.taff received
and the feeling that I have
that our staff was treated, in
effect, as •·second-class citizens". The staff of BSJ will
be revising their media proecdures fornext year's Jam.
So, thanks but no thanks,

_

:c

White Oleander
(PG 13) 1:00 4:00
7:00 9:20

Abondon(PG-13)
1:00 3:10 5:20
7:30 9:45

chairs 1:,aying they were there
··co, er the event". Security found this to be a problem and policies admitting
media into the event
changed, which according to
M . Vojticek can happen at
any time during the event.
In their defense, Ms.
Vojticek offered an apology
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Would you consider
yourself a picky eater?

:
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; Why not consider a Job as :
1 a restaurant critic at-The 1
I
Exponent?
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I
I
I
I
I

;
1

I
I
I
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I

·The Exponent Is
looking for a

:
1

; RESTAURANT REVIEWER. :

·----------------·

Are you a

Broltescholar?
- " .:. search thousands of scholarships
• worth over $3 billion
.:. receive relevant scholarship
• updates in your inbox
.:. increase your success rate
•
through articles and advice
Check out our online edition's

Scholarshi~s

channel
www.uahexponent.com/scholarships
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country for the second half
PerhaP'• UA H's policy Mr. mith.
Current policy on refunds of the semester, and I had no should be compared to WallI appreciate your effons
for course withdrawal can be alternative other than drop- Mart's rcfund policy: !()()per- toward informing the stufound on page thirty-three of ping the course. I did so dur- cent. no qucstiom, asked. I dents and faculty about ,01the 2002-2003 undergraduate ing the third week of clas<,es, recently returned an iron six ing and about the candidate\,
catalogue. The policy states i.e., a date that precluded a months after the date of pur- and I ha, c always respected
that I00 percent of tuition full tuition refund. With that chase. To complicate mauers, the work of your office in
cosh may be refunded. pro- knowledge and some opti- I had no receipt. I dropped it higher education affam.
' ided the withdrawal is com- mism, I requested con-.ider- off at the customer -.ervice
However. I was very displeted during the first ten arion for a partial refund, due desk. and was gi,cn a new appointed in the 2()02 Voter',
days of c)a<,ses. No prm i- to the circumstances de- one. A simple. Mraightfor- Guide that I rccei,ed ye,ter,ion!> arc made for partial re- scribed above.
ward comparison therefore day. It seem-. a gross overI was surpri~ed to learn speak!-1 volumes on the issue. sight that you ha, e comfund!> should withdra\'.al occur after that. The absence of that UAH\ position on ,uch So I would simply a.,k the reg
pletely omitted one of
a partial refund policy is in matters. as expressed by Mr. istrar to use caution when Alabama's major parties.
my , iew inexcusable. and Scott Verzyl, a,,ociate vice attempting to pro, ide what The Libertarian Party .-. offiunfair to !>tudents. As ~uch. president to the registrnr, is may be ta!>tele!>s examples to cially recognized as a major
it should be addressed and unbending and unkind to justify what may be insipid party in the state of Alabama
codified by the governing any student whose circum- policies.
and has automatic ballot acbodies immediately. to cover stances may s uddenly
With the absence of a cess, just as the Republicans
circumstances beyond one's change after the I 0th day of clear, student-friendly policy and Democrats do.
class, including for reasons on partial refunds UAH apcontrol.
To exclude all of the canHere is how this matter due to ill ness or hospital pears to be far more inter- didates from the Libertarian
came to my attention. We are stays. In fairness to all, sur- ested in securing funds rather Party is diametrically opin the process of adopting mised the registrar, UAH is than providing a service af- posed to your stated goal of
two children from Russia. not amenable to showing ter the I0th day of classes. I helping u to be "informed
The adoption agency in- any understanding or sympa- am now a senior, and have participants." To get a list of
formed us, in early Septem- thy to students who may find contributed my fair share to all the Libertarian candidates
ber, that our travel to Russia themselves in any kind of UAH's coffers in exchange in Alabama, you can go to
would occur by mid October. personal difficulty on the for an education. However, in http ://www.al.Ip.org/
For legal and bureaucratic 11th day of classes. During the future I would like to be elect2002/candidate .him I
reasons, the Russian authori- OU{ brief encounter, the reg- able to choose a more suit- hope that your office will inties require adoptive parents istrar also stated that UAH able charitable organization form people of ALL of the
major party candidates in the
to take as many as two trips, behave much like any other for my donations.
future.
with stays that vary from business: there i alway a Sincerely,
ChrisBrown
three to six weeks. It was ap- limited time when one can get Fiore.ma Todaro
browncl@emaiLuah.edu
parent I would be out of the a refund.
CDSfrompage 7 - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Jenee the background hiss of sound files translate to about ture and supports an addi- Radio Shack cassette player.
tape recording!> and liltcr out IO megabytes for each tional "plug-in" program de- With les-. than $ 125 or $150,
the grainy pops and cracks minute of CD-quality ound. '>igncd to clean up the clicks, you can be in bu-.ine. s."
Jan al warned that "if you
prevalent in LPs. And if you
"When you are editing pops and crnckles.
Dan Janal of Exccl~ior, have an older computer, you
want to get fancy. you can audio, you are dealing with a
uc;e cross-fade and fade-out
lot of algorithms and code, so Minn., who runs a bu!>ine!,, will grow a beard by the time
features to give the compila- it's also proce-;sor-inten- that produce!-\ telephone it doc!. all the computer proseminars for trainer-; and au- cessing" during the audio
tion a smoother groove bei,e," he ·aid.
The profes,ional Sound thor.,, has been u-,ing the editing proces,.
fore burning to blank CD!, or
" I don't want to -.ay it's
compressing the mu-;ic into Forge package, which costs <,Oftware to clean up recordMP3\.
about $400, ha-, a sea of fea- ings of his "tcleseminar<," for the ea-.iest thing in the
world," Jana] said, noting that
'"Generally, what people tures that will likely o,er- the lai,t few month\.
"If
you
are
from
my
genin the beginning, he accidenwant to do i, normalize their whclm novices and prove to
ta II y plugged hi s audio
eration
\\here
we
recorded
tmcks by bringing the over- be overkill for tho e si mply
wurce
into the wrong port on
from
LP!)
to
cas,ettes,
with
all ,olume up and making it convening old audio tapes
hi,
-.ound
card. " If someall
those
clich
and
pop!-1,
we
con\i!.tent," !-laid Ri c i.. and records.
thing
can
go
wrong, it will go
tolerated
them
when
\\e
were
For an audio editing proHoefling, product marketing
U!,ing
the cheap\\rong.
I
am
teen-agers.
but
we
don't
have
manager at Sonic Foundry. gram that is more in the middle
e-,1
pos.,ible
thing!-\
I can find.
to
tolerate
them
anymore,"
"It depend!, on how much ground, there i., Cool Edit
\Ome
great
audio1
am
not
,aid
the
47
year-old
Jana
I.
"
I
you want to color or affect 2000, which comes with a
the file!,."
phile."
am
recording
with
a
cheap
built-in noi.,e reduction feaHoefling !-laid Sound
Forge Studio U!,es much of
Jennifer Hill, Editor-in-Chief
the ,ame technology in ib
hil ljr@ema i I. uah .edu
profes\ional-lc, cl Sound
Forge but lach many key features, including noi!,e reduction components.
Ronak Patel, Sports Editor
Lyndie Cyphers, Copy Editor
"You can still rip CDs. and
ro_93@hotmail.com
cypherl@emai
I.
uah
.edu
you can burn them,"
Hoefling said of Sound Forge
George Olden, Distribution Manager
Studio, which costs $60. "You
Ali Owens, Layout Editor
can do a fair amount using
oldeng@emall.uah.edu
allisontateowens@yahoo.com
your editing tools."
Hoefling said that people
Joelle LaGuerre, Business Manager
Heather Byland, News Editor
v.orking with digital audio
Laguerj@ema II. ua h. ed u
byla ndh@ema ii. ua h. ed u
need to have computer-, with
large hard drives because

The Exponent Staff:

Executive Assista11t to tlte President
Tlte University of Alabama in Huntsville

Many of you will rejoice in not ha, ing to <,Cl. the highway signs and TV commercials. However. please don't
lose sight of the critical imponance of this election to our
State and in particular our university. The Go,emor and
Lcgi<,lator<, elected on ovembcr 5 will detcm1ine our State
appropriations (which directly impact your tuition) and
make many other crucial dcci,ions that will determine the
future of our campu., and our faculty. -.taff and students
far in to the future. Thi, Legi'>lature_will be the one with
the unique opponunity to enact tax refonn that can more
equitably fund education at all level\. We must have our
collecti,e voices heard in this very important election.
I ha,c prepared a "2002 Voters Guide" that contam,
information on how to register to vote, how to vote absentee, and other useful facts. It contains a li-.1 of important offices and candidate!-\ for the Legislature from the
UAH area and a \hon list of tough questions we each
need to asl.. the candidates before deciding how to ca\t
our , ote!,. The voter guides. voter registration forms,
and absentee ballot application, are available in the Government Relation'> office at 118 Madison Hall or by calling 824-6084 or email smithgd@uah.edu.

The deadline for cel!isterinl! to vote in the General
Election js October 25!
I strongly encourage each of you to make it your mission to register at least one UAH faculty, stalT or student
who is not currently registered. If you know of fellow
students, faculty, or staff who are not registered to vote,
please encourage them to register. ln addition to my office, voter registration forms are available in the University Center in the Office of the Vice Pre ident for Student
Affairs, in Charger Central, and in the Financial Aid Office.

The deadline for applyini: for an absentee ballot is

October31!
If you are not going to be able to go to the polls on
November 5, obtain an absentee ballot and VOTE! The
absentee ballot application fonns are available in the same
can1pus locations as voter registration forms. We will do
everything we can to make it easy for you. Please don't
miss this opportunity to have your voice heard.
Finally, become an infom1cd participant. Talk to the
candidates and leam their positions on education and
higher education in particular. Use the questions in the
voter guide to determine if they truly support higher education. Get involved in the campaign of the cru1didate of
your choice. Encourage your family, friends and fellow
students to VOTE on November 5.
You have an opportunity to ha,e a voice your own
future. Don ·1 let it pass you by. Thanks for your support.

Do you have an impeccable'
sense of taste?
The Exponent Is looking for a

RESTAURANT REVIEWER.
Dr. Clarke Rountree, Advisor
rountrj@em ail.uah.edu

Fran Fluhler, Advertising Manager
fluhlef@email. uah .edu
Jorge Raub, Entertainment Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu
Scott Westfall, Online Editor
westfas@email.ua h.edu
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Leonard Frederick

Opinion

SGA President
fredelr@email.uah.edu

True Patriotism
By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer
morrisg@email.uah.edu

I hope everyone is having a good week here at UAH.
There are a lot of upcoming events that should help make
your time here a bit more fun. Next week begins Fal I Fest,
and there will be many interesting events ... everything
from concerts and a step show, to a "regurgitator" (if
you've never seen this before, you should!). ACE has
put a lot of hard work into organizing all the events, with
sponsorship from many organizations here on campus,
including SGA and The Exponent.
Planning for homecoming is also in full force. A preliminary Mardi Gras theme has been decided upon,
though the official title for this year's homecoming has
not yet been decided upon. If you have any ideas for this
year's homecoming, send them to Representative Gena
Gibbs, SGA's programming chair, or any SGA representative. Last year's homecoming was a huge succes , and
this year's promises to be even better.
Good luck to the hockey team! This weekend is their
opening weekend, and they will be facing off against the
Wisconsin Badgers in Madison, Wi<,consin. Be sure to
check out the live Internet broadcast of these games at
http://radio.uah.edu. Coverage will begin 30 minutes prior
to the game. The Chargers are facing a very tough schedule this year, so be sure to go out and support them. SGA
ha.-, a few special surprises set for the home opener, so I
hope to <;ce you all there. Also, men and women's soccer
both have home games this weekend, so come out to
support them as well.
This Saturday will be a busy day. It is campus visit
day, so many perspective students will be here to learn
about our university. Be sure to make them feel welcome,
and if you have an organization here on campus, it is an
excellent time to get your name out to incoming students.
Call Lisa Merryman at 824-2769 or email merryl@uah.edu
for reservations.
SGA will be approving their budget for the next year
this Monday at our meeting. We have a large chunk of
your money, so if you would like a word in how we spend
it, please come to our meeting and have your voice heard.
The meeting is at 8:45 p.m. in UC 131 and is open to all.
As an additional reminder, if you have a club or organization on this campus that would like funding, the updated
version of the SGA finance handbook is now available.
All clubs must re-charter and attend a Finance Officer's
Workshop by our Vice President of Finance, Mrs. Heather
Marcum. These meetings will be taking place this week ...
call the SGA office at 824-6375 for more infonnation, or to
set up an alternative time if none of your officers can
attend one of these meetings. Remember, you cannot request funds until you have attended one of the e meetings!
Last of all, good luck to everyone during the upcoming week. There will always be positions open in SGA for
interested individuals who would like to get involved, so
please stop by the office, give us a call, or email me at
frederl@uah.edu if you are interested. And don't forget
to register to vote! The deadline is fast approaching.

VOICES
Contact Rhonda Mann at

334 . 213 . 2410
for more Information

Well, if you've read this
column over the last year, you
know that I've often railed
about the University's slow
pace in finding a successor
for Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher in the
office of Vice President of
Student Affairs. Mrs. Delois
H. Smith has finally achieved
this lofty office, and for that,
all of us students should be
quite grateful. Mrs. Smith has
shown herself to be a persistent advocate on behalf of
the students of this University, and that's what we need
in her office.
Of course, the unnecessary delay simply proved why
we have the twin pillar of
student voice on this campus: the Student Government
Association and The Exponent. Every once in a while,

people get busy and important things get pushed to the
side. With pro-ration, new
buildings and burgeoning
enrollment, the University
Administration has certainly
been busy in the last two
years. But when important
things about the s tudent
body happen to get pushed
aside, ifs our job to say
something about it and have
our voices be heard.
Having your voice heard
is certainly an important
thing. One place to do that is
at the voting booth. I was
impressed with SGA Senate
election ; that was our highest vote total ever for a Fall
e lec tion. Maybe we can
build upon that momentum
for the Spring elections. And
then, of course, the big elec-

tions come up at the beginning of next month: local and
Congressional seats will be
decided, including that of the
Governor.
I look at the Governor's
race and weep. I cannot, in
good conscience, advocate
voting for either of the major
party candidates. I don't
trust Don Siegelman in the
slightest, but I have little reason to trust Bob Riley. In
1998, I was a Siegclman advocate purely because he
was11 't Fob James, and anyone had to be better than the
Fobster.
Oop ..
Honestly, I think I'm going to vote for a third-party
candidate in this e lectio n.
(Chris Brown is here to tell
me who. Sure, sure, Chris.

Okay. Go along now.) Why?
I don't like either of the two
major party candidates. They
both talk like politicians, and
at this point, we need a leader
in the Governor's office-not
a politician. We need someone who will go in with steeltoed boots and kick some butt
until things are fixed. Both
major parties have spent the
last half-century running to
the middle, hoping to keep in
office. As such, the two parties are virtually indistingu ishable, other than the
banner issues that make them
"liberal" or ··conservative",
things like abortion and the
like-things that piss people
off and make them angry and
get them to forget about
things like public policy and

GEOF pagell

Perpendicular Perspectives: For the Children
By Anthony Holden

By Geof F. Morris
Opinwn Writer
morrisg@email.uah.edu

You've got to do it for the
children.
Okay, now that I have that
bit of liberal whininess out of
the way and have angered
my counterpart, let's talk
about the reason that you
remove a child from a dangerous ituation. A few weeks
ago, right after the crazy
woman--oddly, surnamed
"Toogood"- beat up her
child in a Wal-Mart parking
lot, a lot of hullabaloo was
made. Sure, the talk shows
got to make white trash WalMart jokes, providing latenight audiences in New York
and LA the opportunity to titter along with the usually
yawn-inducing monologue
of Jay Leno, but what was the
really important thing to be
discussed here? ln my mind,
it was finding this little girl
and getting her out of the
hands of her family.
Some folks find that a bit
harsh. Why not just grant
custody to someone el e in
the family, like an aunt or a
grandmother? Well, when the
family know, where the childbeater i, and refuses to help
give her up, that's a sign to
me that the family doesn't
have the child's be'>t intere,ts at heart, either. I tell you

Part
this-if any of my cousins or
their wives beat up any one
of their kids in a parking lot
and had it show up on national TV, I' m driving to Mississippi or Louisiana (as appropriatc), snatching the kid
out of there like a Texas tornado, and then calling the
cops on their sorry butts.
Most time , you want to
leave a kid in a family. Why?
Family is going to love a kid
more than any government
every will, and when a kid has
been abused, all that kids
need is love and protection.
Their trust with their parents
has just been violently tom
asunder, and now you've
got to work to replace that
tru t in someone. Trusting
the government is something
that none of u do very willingly, but family is different.
Family has ties to u that no
government ever could.
All that said, the government was well within iL'> righb
to snatch the young g irl from
the jaw, Of a family that
doesn't seem to care about
things like lo\e and tru<,t and
put the child in a protective
atmo phere. f-o.,ter home'>
aren't real great options for
that, but when your alternasee PART 1 page 11

Opi11ion Writer

holdcua@email.uah.edu
In light of the recently
over-publicized events surrounding the Toogood childbeating incident, I have to
comment on the more-thanwelcome intrus ion of the
government in families. As
liberals have done everything in their power to destroy the traditional family,
they appear to be winning the
war of social engineering.
There was a time in this
great nation where the government was less than we!come in the American home.
However, when it comes to
children, the public is willing
to put on blinders and expeels the government to
break up families at any hint
of abuse. The government's
proverbial hand in the cookie
jar would make our founding
fathers turn over in the
graves.
Part of the reaso n we
broke free of Britain was becau<,e of the intrusive nature
of government. The Constitution relentlessly goes out
of its way to limit government
power, yet Democrats push
fo r bigger and more powerful government everyday.
They won't be happy until
we are living in a communist/
socialist -,ociety. Did we not

fight the cold war to stop
such tyranny from happening in America?
ow when it comes to
child abuse, I am just a
bloodthirsty as the next person . Children are si ng lehandedly God's greatest gift
to man and I will concede that
there are tragic cases where
some parents have no business being parents. However,
I question the government's
right to interfere with families.
The way social services is
set up opens the door for
wide-scale abuses. I have
personally witnessed unruly
children turning in their parcots to social services and
making their lives an absolute
nightmare. The legal expenses for getting children
back can be astronomical, not
to mention the system is
highly disruptive to families.
Perhaps someone should do
a litudy on the long-term effects of government disruption of families. Even the ,ocalled "experts" can reach no
consensus on what i, the
best emironment for raising
kids. People should be free
to decide how to raise their
children.
This welcoming of governsee PART2 page 11
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the fact that }OU rc~a ll y do
need ideologue~ around to
,rame a debate.
So. why not \ otc for the
third-party guy? He might
not win, but then who would
ha,e thought that Jcs~e
Ventura would have gov-

emed Minnc!'.ota, eh"?
A month ago, all I heard
was patriotism. I' m patriotic
bccau-;e I fly my flag, because I do thi-. or that. You
know, the true patriots- the
people who truly believe in
the grand American experi-

ment. which i, all \\ e·, e really got to be proud of in thi~
country-arc the ~ople \\ ho
Mcp. anonymousl y. into a
ballot booth and cast their
vote. You can fly all the flags
that you want- if you really
care about this city, thi ~

count}. thi, ,tatc. thi, country-you ·ll go to the polb on
the fir,t Tuc\day m l\o,cmber and ca,t a ballot.
ot enough time? Whatever. b your country worth
ignoring'! I think not. If you
don't vote, I don·1 think you

ha, c much room to complain
about \\hat happen, in this
countr}. bccau,e }OU Ju,t
ml\!-.Cd the prime chance that
you ha, e to make your\ oice
heard-at the baJlot box. And
if you don·t like the choices
that you·re gi, en, make up

11

)our O\\ n Your ,oice 1,
heard. no matter what, no
matter how. But if you don't
,ote. they'll keep on ignoring you. ignori ng them.

PARf lfrompage 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the is a family that wasn' t
willing to do the right thing
(andobey thelaw), well,drastic times c all fo r drastic
measures.This doesn' t mean

tha t the child in question
should be removed from familial custody forever. We
haven' t heard much from the
father in this case, and don't

know ofhis involvement with
the child. He could be a good
custodian, proven that there's
nothing outsta nding that
would make the government

think that he's a bad parent.
Grandparent , aunts, uncles,
etc. could all come into play
as well.
The e are difficult and

delicate matters. When the
government intervenes in the
family, it is certainly a grave
matter. It' bad that our government ever has to do so,

but ometimes. Big Brother
really does have a reason to
tep in. The rest of the time.
we can do just fine on our
own, thanks.
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of a Florida St.. Miami, or Tennessee.
Tuberville is on the hot
seat now. tte·s a cocky-ego-
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late in the fourth quaner) who
can·t win the big game.He
demanded that his as istants
be paid the highest in the SEC

after their close lo. to Michigan in the Citrus Bowl in the
2000 season.That demand
came after a 9-4 ~eason (A

win-lo total that would be
not deemed successful in either Knoxville or Gainesville).
Auburn must win at

Gainesville on Saturday to
right their ship. If they lose,
it may be the beginning of the
end for these Auburn Tigers.

M11A trom page1------- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0ver 400 minority college programs that they imple- other minority graduate stu- Adeyanju Odutola. a gradu- <,tressed that the ir hard effort said Odutola.
,tudents from institutions
aero s the state of Alabama
participated in the AGEP
Graduate School Fair on October 7. Graduate deans or
repre~ ntatives from their office were in attendance from
~hoot~in Alabama. Arizona,
California. Texas. Michigan,
r-;orth Carolina, and New

1tt
h

tistical coach (witness the
Gatorade bath at the end of
the Mississippi St. game and
how he ran up the score with
that fake field goal attempt

··we had an opportunity
to talk to a lot of rccruite~
from other minority graduate
tudent as ocia tions who
ga,·e us ideas about different

mented at their institutions
that we can apply here at
UAH," said McWilliams.
The UAH chapter of the
Louis Stokes Alliance for
Mi no rity
Partic ipation
(LSAMP) program sent five
undergraduate LSAMP
scholars to attend the October 7 Graduate School Fair to
promote the importance of
completing graduate school
and postgraduate degrees.
On October 8, ten members of the MGSA we re
a mong approx imate ly 60

dent s who atte nded the
Graduate Fellows Conference
de~igned to highlight the significance of attaining postgraduate degrees.
" I would highly recommend this conference to undergraduate students because the conference presented both the positive aspecu, and the challenges associa ted wi th graduate
school. It stressed that earning a doctoral degree is ultimately worth all of the work
that it req uires," aid

ate student in the Biological
Sciences.
The conference wru, the
second of it kind and scope
in the history of the AGEP.
Two MGSA members, Edgar
Blevins and Donald Taylor,
Ph.D. candidates in Engineering. were a part of panel
discussions at the conference.
"The pre e nters on the
panel discussed some of the
obstacles that they face in
their pursuit of a doctoral
deg ree, and they aho

will be beneficial in the end,"
said Rolandria Whatley, a
graduate student in Biological Sciences. The October 8
AGEP Graduate Fellows Conference was tailored for the
needs of students who are
already enrolled in master's
degree programs and who are
considering applying to a
Ph.D. program.
"The netwo rking sess io ns and the discus-, ion
groups provided me with a
strong upport group of mino rity Ph .D. c andidate ·,"

"The whole experience
was rea ll y moti vating because we got to ,;ee other
minority studenh who are
currently working on Ph.D.
degrees and those who ha\ie
already recei ved their degrees, we were a] <,o able to
, hare in their experiences and
to encourage one another,"
added Odutola.
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rnent into the home and dictating how we raise our children b just the fiN step to'i'ards go\·emment regulation
of reproductive rights. Have
you never heard anyone say
they ought to I iccnsc parents? They are well on their
way to making this happen.
The liberal left's push for the

w ide cale acceptance of
abortion culminated with
government regulations on
how you raise yow- children
opens the door for government regulating births and
telling familie-; how many
children they can have and
when they can have them.
Look at Japan.

Further, the government
meddles far too much with it<;
constant inundation of children with liberal ideology that
is directly counter to the moral parents try to instill in
their children. Schools teach
that it is okay to engage in
premarital sex, that guns kill
people, that its their body to

do with as they please. and
to hell with personal responsibility. When schoob actually make a decent e ffort to
teach character they are more
concerned with developing a
child 's self-esteem rather
than self-reliance and fail miserably at teaching children to
think critically.

Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note: 'Qi~e Jixp,nirnt reserves the right to edit all submissions for cont~nt. Due to spa~e req~ireme:1ts, !'lease
limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given direct!~ to Jennifer Hill, Editor m The
Exponent office, I04 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill at expooent@emad.uah.~u no later than 2 p.m. ~n
Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be primed. Announcemems are pref erred on disk. Announcements wllh
graphics will not be accepted.

The UAH Marketing Club is sponsoring a Halloween Party on Frida_y 0<:tober 25 at 7 p_.m. a~ the Uni.on _Grove Chapel on
campu, . All are welcome to attend. Festivities will include costume Judging, games (with pnz.es). drawings, a OJ as well
as live music, and dancing. Admission is 3 for Marketing Club members and 5 for non-membe~.

The IEEE- AH Student Branch i\ looking for good people to get involved ~ith and help plan Bran~h acti\ities. IEEE-UAI I
\()Onsor-. profe,,ional de\·elopment acti\ itie., such a., ho,ting gue<,t techmcal -.peakers, spon,onng corpor.ite ~rc,enta~ion,, arranging tour, of indw,try a, well a, the occa.,ional social event. If you or omeone you know would hke to get
tn\olved with a great campu,; club, contact ieee@uah edu.
The AH Ch
Cl b •
•
Room I :n at the tudent Center fmm 7:30- 11 p.m. on Wednesdays. Late arrt\ab and
ess u 1s meetmg 111
••
•
.
·
h
b h I b
eartyde
, . , .,1• , Cl ..,
t' F.achmeeung begin,w1th a30-mmutc lectureon asubJect c osen yt ec u .
partun::, ,m.: \\ e 1,;ome. lee" u, ou .
' '
• • . ' "The oal of the AH Che,, Club ,, to create a
and Mr. Maddox w11l go ove r a game pla)l.'d at the prc\lOU~ medmg.
g
community of chc,,ptayers b) teaching chc~, ...

If people feel so strongly
about children, they should
forgo a little awkwardness
and address the issue then
and there and not hide behind the power of the government. Liberals take note,
even queen Hillary said "It
Takes a Village." And although I don' t have any chiI-

dren, I am sure I would feel
the same about them as I do
my gun. The onl y way the
government will tale it i, by
prying it from my cold, dead
hand.

TRUTH 4
YOUTH
OtlOBER 18-20™

..ll w~~k~nd ~u~nt lJ

you by you."

Friday:
"Overtime" 10 p.m. (band night)
FeaturingCrimsonCross l. Pity

9

Saturday:
Outrf!ach Service 7 p.m.
Spt!cial Guest- Doug Witherup
(Concord, North Carolina)
Sunday:

Read lhe Exponent
online atwww.uahexponent.com

10:30 a.m. Service
L\11 eue.nh will be. he.Id at Madison
/l/G, 1475 Hughes Rd. Madison
<721-1999)

-
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Classifieds
Ocean View

Crossword 101

By Ed Cnnty
11

12

13

Across
l Lip
5 Winchester, e.g
10 Be responsive
14 Instead of
15 Actor Flynn
16 Pelvic bones
17 First mate
18 Famous race horse
20 Have an existence
21 Coin
22
Craft-Yacht
23 Act
25 Circus pcrfonncr
27 Bus standee support
29 Logical thinking
3 3 Sassy
34 Warning light
35 Compass pt.
36 Wa11ct stuffcrs
37 Mall sign
3 8 Hemingway nick.name
39 Sawbuck
40 Follo\\-'S barn or break
41 Something outstanding
42 1lu-cc consecutive goals
44 Mouths off
45 Breathing sound
46 Egg-shaped
48 Girder
5 l Political press release?
52 Tune unit abbr
55 Ahab for one
58 Ice cream holder
59 Stand up
60 Style
6 l Golden Rule word
62 Makes last
63 London streetcars
64 Menial worker

Down
1 Shredded cabbage

2 Opera
3 Loch Ness monster
4 Aggregate

-------7
'99 Monte Carlo 234 Red, rFraternities
Sororities I

gray interior. Fully loaded.
Automatic, 3.8 V-6. Sunroof,
51 K. Excellent condition.
$10,900 (256) 566- 1354 or
(256) 824-3539.
1996 Crown Victoria Ford.
62K, power everything.
$5,500 (negotiable). Call 5205168

1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmission. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 93 1937-0042
1985 Honda Accord wh ite
with black hood, sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.
95 Ford Escort (LX Hatchback 4D) -95k m., automatic,
ac, like new tire , excellent
condition! $3500. Call 6827083or723-35l4.

36
3Q

42

Samsung Cell Phone. Model
NI 05 Used condition, only 5
Months old. Includes: House
c harger, Ear Piece, Car
Cha rger, sim c hip, and
Manual.
Wo rk s
with
Voicestrcam. Tmobil, and
Powertel. Asking $65. Please
call 426-7920.

5Q

62

5 Fuse button

43 Land parcels

6 Girl of song
7 College club

46 Narcotic
47 Grape supports
48 Man for one
49 Bill
50 Comfort
5 1 Heroic tale
53 Hooked on
54 Broadway light
56 Cpl w:uma be
57 Pile of rocks
58 Coffee holder

8 Tennis stroke
9 Inventor WJutncy
10 Lavishly
11 Disparaging remark
12 Caesar's pool ball marking
13 New England players
19 Weight \\ alcher 's need
21 lrmtatc
24 Glove box items

JOBS
POSTALJOBS$9.l9-$14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam info. Call
1-800495-55 14 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

25 Drum type
26 Hearing aids

27 Sluggishness
28 Skin infection
2 9 Alas partner
30 Coral attachment
31 Computer information
32 Chairs
34 Barrier
37 Travel by ship
38 Waterford fuel
40 Shakespeare output
41 Dietary fiber

Quotable Quote

American public opinion
Is like an ocean- II
cannot be stirred by a
teaspoon.
• • •Hubert H. Humphrey

Pan-time faculty eeks re liable non-smoker to baby-sit
toddler in my home. Hours
and pay negotiable; at least
one full morning or afternoon
per week desired. Occasional
weekend and evening hour
also negotiable. Will work
with your schedule. Must
have references and own
transportation. Seriou inquiries call Ms. Garlen at 534--

5801.

Clubs
Student Groups
I
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this se- I
mcster with a proven I
Campm,Fundraiser 3 hour I
fundraising event. Our I
Programs make rund-rais- I

ing easy with no risks.

Fundrasing dates are filling I
quickly, so get with the pro- I
gram! It works. Contact I
CampusFundra iser at I
(888)923-3238. or visit I
L~EJTI..Q!-1:SfundraiSCf.£Q!Jl..J

FOR RENT
Room for rent. C lose enough
to walk to chL5s. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call
683 -8526-

PERSONALS
22 year-old SBM INTP seeks
18 to 22 year-old SF lNFJ for
friendship.Email brownar@
email.uah.edu if you're interested.

MISC.
Huntsville (infertile) couple
eeking local egg donor (age
32 max.), no health problems.
Will compensate. Plea.5e call
337-1092 (if no answer, try
;lftc~ 4 p.m.) We Need Your
He lp, NO JOKES Please!
I

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2003
is now spon se red by
Student Express! Cancun,
Acapulo,
Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Flordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW
HIRING
s alaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student express.com
or 1-800-787-3787 fordetails.
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for answers to the cross" ord puale, go to ""w.uahe,ponent.com. Click on "Xword Ans.-ers" on the

a,igation Bar.

by phil ftiddnger (wwwJ-e-x.com)
HA~ LOOK //ff 1lle WA'{ BLAKE'S
TO l>ANU ! AA·HAl HE'S
L1¥1Nv PJt60F Wk~ ,ul(S HAW:

"U.-<•"''-
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SLOAN, '{01,1 SIICCILl>.i'T ~ f'wJ
OF HOl,\I f'fOfU PAl'ICt:; 1'00 lftA-''c'
rfOf'I.E All£ 'toO .snF•CoHSGl411l5
-ro Po rt ~ "r'l'i ~ !\E's o..,-

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck per o n
(s tude nt
or
faculty)
needed to sail ome Saturdays and/or Sundays thi fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and lca\e a me,sage
or wntc ontogeny I@ eanh
link.net.

HIBBET T SPORTS

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE TO STUDENTS, UAH STAFF MEMBERS,
AND FACULTY. CLASSIFIEDS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 25
WORDS AND WILL BE RUN FOR TWO WEEKS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECI FI ED. I F YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST A CLASSIFIED ON THE
EXPONENT'S WEBSITE, GO TO WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM

A "i,tant Manager
Ff/PT ales
Hibbctt Sports i'.-. a full line
sporting goods '.-.lore carry ing athletic apparel, footwear,
and equipment. Opening
5000 at Parkway City Mall.
Apply at: 2801 Memorial
Parkway S suite 255, Huntsville. AL 35801. We a re a
Drug-free company--we do
drug screening, background
checks, and credit checks.
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